BULLETIN DIT-19-01

This bulletin is issued to all companies that are DIT accredited.

DIT Program Revisions

This Bulletin, DIT-19-01, outlines new and revised DIT requirements for those training providers currently accredited for DIT.

**DIT Requirement Revision**

Changes have been made to DIT requirements to continuously improve the program and meet the need of the industry. The revisions are included in the program handbook (DIT-01) and the DIT Attestation and Agreement (DIT-04). Revisions include:

1. Updated section 2.3 Certificate Issuance
2. Updated section 2.8 Accreditation Procedures
   - Have Internet access to obtain IADC documents and forms from IADC’s website, (http://www.iadc.org/drilling-industry-training/forms-documents/)
   - Have the ability/capability to work within the ACD Database system (https://accreditation.iadc.org/login.php) — e.g. to schedule classes, pay for certificate codes, print trainee certificates.
3. Added section 2.8.1 Primary Contact and Signatories of the Application
4. Added section 2.9 Disciplinary Actions against Training Providers
5. Added section 2.10 Disciplinary Actions against Instructors

For more information on these program updates, please email dit@iadc.org.

**Attachments**

DIT Handbook (DIT-01)